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       Of course you know the miracle of AIDS, we all do. It's the only disease
that turns fruits into vegetables. 
~David Duke

A black...gets a job with a white-owned company. He is the only black
at the firm. He works hard, but he's fighting a losing battle against his
genes. 
~David Duke

I didn't say [Steve Scalise] was fanatically pro-Israel. I said I wouldn't
vote for because he supports state of Israel which has committed
terrorism against American in the Lavon Affair. 
~David Duke

There is no question in my mind that Zionists, these Jewish radicals
that they dominate Hollywood, nobody argues about the show you in
the Los Angeles Times article by Joel Stein bragging about it. 
~David Duke

That's the one issue can't discuss.You can discuss abortion back and
forth, discuss gun control back and forth. But you can't have a
dissenting opinion in America (politics) on Israel. 
~David Duke

I don't call myself a white supremacist. I'm a civil rights activist
concerned about European-American rights. 
~David Duke

I don't consider myself a racist, I don't hate other peoples, but I certainly
want to preserve my own. And I think that's true of all people. 
~David Duke

I think [Steve Scalise] is a good man I am not going to vote in that
regard because I believe Israel controls the Senate they control the
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House of Representatives they control the media . 
~David Duke

These Jews who run things, who are producing this mental illness
ÂÂteenage suicide...all these Jewish sicknesses...that's nothing new.
The Talmud's full of things like sex with boys and girls. 
~David Duke

The truth is there are two hundred white women raped in America by a
black man for every one black woman raped by whites. 
~David Duke

When I ran I was a first candidate to talk about how immigration was
going be so damaging to the American people. When I first ran I talked
about affirmative-action. 
~David Duke

The Jews are trying to destroy all other cultures...as a survival
mechanism...the only Nazi country in the world is Israel. 
~David Duke

I am opposed to globalism, I am opposed to colonialism, I am opposed
to any sort of complusion of one nation over another. (...) I also deeply
believe in human rights. 
~David Duke

And affirmative action is a very nice term for racial discrimination
against better-qualified white people in jobs, employment, promotions
and scholarships, and college admittance. 
~David Duke

I wouldn't say Donald Trump is a champion for white America, I think he
shares a lot of the issues and values of white America. 
~David Duke
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I'm so sick and tired of hearing about slavery. You think slavery didn't
exist in Africa? Even Indian tribes. 
~David Duke

Homosexuals die decades younger than heterosexuals, from a host of
maladies. They suffer mental problems ranging from depression to
psychosis, and have suicide rates many times that of heterosexuals. 
~David Duke

That's true that Sen. Robert Bird was in the Klan and a lot of people
were friends of Robert Byrd in the U.S. Senate, Democrats and
Republicans. 
~David Duke

And the Zionists have used the Holocaust as a weapon to deny the
rights of the Palestinians and to cover-up the crimes of Israel. 
~David Duke

Absolutely committed to spending the rest of my life as a spokesman
for the rights of European Americans. 
~David Duke

Do you know what I think white people wholly own? I think freedom of
speech is a white thing. This is something that white people do. I think
governments, this is a white thing. 
~David Duke

When the American people saw the LA riots and crowds of Blacks
cheering O.J. Simpson (who was acquitted by the almost all Black jury),
they received a peek into their future. 
~David Duke

Even [Bill] Clinton ran on my program of "workfare instead of welfare."
Of which I was the first American politician, starting in 1989, who
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brought that up. And that helped him get elected. 
~David Duke

I think that white people were, no question, the creators of what we call
white America. 
~David Duke

[ Zionists] dominate the Banking institutions of America and they are
the biggest contributors in politics. 
~David Duke

Mother's love outlives everything 
~David Duke

Russia's biggest problem is organized crime and its leaders are
influenced by the Russian mafia. But it's not right to call it a Russian
mafia, it's a Jewish mafia. 
~David Duke

I believe that every people and every nation has the right to be free and
independent. 
~David Duke

The Washington Post said that 50% of the contributors of the
Republican Party were Jewish and 70% of the Democratic Party. That's
2% and they control America. 
~David Duke

I won my constituency. I won 55% of the white vote. 
~David Duke

I don't care what you call it. I believe in the quote, unquote, Holy
Holocaust. 
~David Duke
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In fact, James Meredith who was once the icon of the civil rights
movement. He supported me for governor! 
~David Duke

I was lucky enough to have a loving present father in my family. 
~David Duke

I really work for racial reconciliation in many ways. And you can judge
me by my writings. 
~David Duke

Every member Congress is under the threat of being destroyed by the
Israeli lobby. 
~David Duke

I have never supported white supremacism but I read this [this
description of me] in the papers. 
~David Duke

But Barack Obama is not a person who would defend the rights and
heritage of the European-American people. 
~David Duke

I think most Americans don't agree with the idea that the best qualified
person should not get the job. 
~David Duke

In my political life I spoke before leftist groups, before black activist
groups that I disagreed with, to explain my position and to support my
legislation. 
~David Duke

There are different Klans just like there are different fraternities in
college. 
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~David Duke

I was never violent. I denounced even back then violence and left it
because I didn't want to be associated with that kind of taint. 
~David Duke

I believe a person regardless of race should get the job. 
~David Duke
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